AGENDA
10:00 - 10:45

TechNovator XE offers a cutting-edge long-distance wireless solution that efficiently charges
multiple devices simultaneously in the automatic mode when the device appears within the range
of the transmitter. TechNovator yields significant economic and global savings – cuts business
downtime, eliminates raw materials for wire and battery production and decreases toxic materials
disposal.

10:45 - 11:30

technovator.co

EdPro provides the new generation of interactive solutions for education: EdPro Touch, interactive
flat panels; MozaBook, a completer to the interactive flat screen with video, 3D and animation
capacities, and EdPro Amperia, the contemporary lab for practical and electronic lessons with
language translation capabilities.

11:30 - 12:15

edpro.ua

Infocom LСС is an innovative engineering company with more than 20 years of experience in
industrial automation and has a leading position in field driverless technologies, robotics, and
software for EV charging stations.

ia.ua/en

TAKE A BREAK AND VISIT UKRAINE HOUSE – IMPERIAL ROOM
13:00 - 13:45

Integrated Tech Lab (Intela-Ukraine) provides R&D services with a focus on AI and Scientific
Development & Services providing cost-effective, industrialized software and information
technology solutions. For more than 7 years, Intela-Ukraine has been at the forefront creating
customized solutions for banking and financial institutions, telecommunication, education and
healthcare organizations, media, marketing producers and construction companies.

13:45 - 14:30

Information Systems Security Partners (ISSP) is an internationally recognized group of companies
specialized in cybersecurity and data management solutions, managed security services, state of
the art professional training, and cutting-edge research in information systems security. Since
inception ISSP has successfully completed more than 500 turn-key projects.

14:30 - 15:15

jelvix.com

SolarGaps’ smart solar blinds generate green energy, decrease utility bills and CO2 emissions by 30
percent. Utilizing the window area in households and commercial buildings the smart solar blinds
automatically adjust to capture maximum solar energy, the inhabitants’ routines and integrate to
smart home and commercial building management systems.

16:00 - 17:00

issp.com

Jelvix, dedicated development teams and R&D centers empower clients to accelerate their digital
transformation. Utilizing Jelvix’s unique blend of business analysis and consultation processes,
results in custom designed software solutions with full cycle quality assurance, technical support
and optimization.

15:15 - 16:00

intela.io

NETWORKING OPPORTUNITY

solargaps.com

